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Abstract 
In this paper, it focuses to verify the non-integrability of Painleve Equations by the use of the traditional Lie group 
theory, and finds out a first integral of the class gyroscopic system.  Thus proving the Lie group theory is an 
important tool to study whether a system is integrable, and through the application study of the differential-equation 
Lie group theory in the braiding technology proving the differentiating-equation Lie group theory is of high practical 
value, that is calculations in braided material stiffness and elastic modulus. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1840s, the mathematician Abel, under the guidance of group theory ideologies, had proved by 
calculus five times and above algebraic equations were difficult to be expressed by radical expressions; 
later the French mathematician Galois had established the Galois group of equations, linked the ability of 
equation roots to be expressed by radical expressions with the solvability for the  Galois group, and on 
this basis provided conditions to determine whether the root of a specific polynomial can be expressed by 
a radical expression; afterwards, another French mathematician Liouville based on the study foundations 
of Abel and Galois had proved that under normal circumstances, it was difficult to carry out finite 
algebraic operations and calculus by means of mode coefficients to solve the general integrals of the vast 
majority of Riccati equations and more complex equations[1]. The Norwegian mathematician Lie based on 
the study foundations of Abel and Liouville, had applied the group theory to the study on the integrability 
of calculus, in which during his study on that under what transformation calculus equations are invariant, 
he had created a continuous transformation group theory, also known as Lie group theory. 
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2. Formulas used in this paper 
Before carrying out the study in this paper, it is necessary to have a brief introduction on concepts and 
important conclusions to be used in this paper. In this paper, taking into account the autonomous system 
of the n order, it is expressed as follows: 
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 Formula 1 
The n-order autonomous system can be expressed by the formula of ( )x f x , in 
which 1 2 3( , )
T n
nx x x x x D R  " ,
dx
x
dt
 
, and [0, )t f ; for x D  , then 
1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ), ( )]
T
nf x X x X x X x "  is a sufficient-order continuously differentiable function; 0( , )x t x  is the 
solution satisfying the initial condition of 0 0(0, )x x x D   in Formula 1; if all 0t t , then 0( ) 0f x  , in 
which condition, 0x  can be considered as a singular point of Formula 1; if 0( ) 0f x z , 0x  can be 
considered as a regular point of Formula 1.  
3. The application study of one-parameter lie group theory in the Painleve Equations 
3.1 Painleve Equations 
The mathematician Painleve has led the study on differential equations into the field of complex 
numbers and made a different classification for singular points of equations: first, in accordance with 
whether locations of singular points are related to selections of particular solutions, singular points are 
divided into mobile and fixed singular points; second, based on the analytical natures of solutions near 
singular points, singular points are divided into critical and non-critical singular points, in which critical 
singular points according to whether the Riemann surfaces of solutions near singular points are further 
divided into finite layers, can also be divided into algebraic-type critical and non-algebraic type of critical 
singular points. When solutions center on non-critical singular points to make analytic continuations, 
Riemann surfaces will not be layered, while when solutions center on critical singular points to make 
analytic continuations, Riemann surfaces will be layered.  
Painleve in accordance with whether fixed singular points are all of non-criticality had made 
classifications for second-order ordinary differential equations in the form of ( , , ')
nw R z w w , in which 
( , , ')R z w w represents a rational function of arguments. Painleve based on researches, had further proved 
that among 50 types of equations in which fixed singular points are all of non-criticality, they all are of 
great research significances such as in nonlinear wave theory. There are 44 equations that can use the 
integral method to perform integrals or transform into first-order equations in the form of 
( , , ') 0F z w w  (F as a rational function of arguments), of which all mobile singular points belong to 
algebraic-type branch points, and the remaining 6 categories of equations can be expressed as follows: 
a. 26nw w z   
b. 
32nw w zw a    
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c. 
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3.2 Demonstration on Non-integrability of Painleve Transcendental Equations  
The above six categories of equations are called as Painleve Equations, of which integrals are called as 
Painleve Transcendental Equations; although they generally do not belong to the known Liouville 
integrable type, the relevant demonstrations on their non-integrability are rarely seen. Among the above 
six categories of Painleve Equations, in this paper it selects the first category of equation to carry out the 
demonstration on its non-integrability from the angle that the traditional Lie group theory does not accept 
any Lie group. 
The equation of 
26nw w z   can be transformed into 26 0nw w z   . 
It can set
a a
v
az aw
H K 
. 
The above one-parameter Lie group is secondarily extended as the form 
of
(2) (1) (2)
' ''
a a a a
v
az aw aw aw
H K K K   
, at this moment it can further 
make
(2) 2 2 |2|( 6 ) 0( 6 )n nv w w z w w z     ; now it can consider the system has accepted the Lie 
group. Further demonstrate whether it will show the situation of non-H or non-K .  
From the above assumption it can obtain Formula 1:  
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 Further transformation on Formula 1, at this time it can obtain Formula 2: 
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  From the coefficient of 3'w is zero, it can obtain 0wwH  , and accordingly can deduce: ( ) ( )a z w b zH   .  
From the coefficient of 
2'w is zero, it can obtain 2ww zwK H , and accordingly can deduce: 
'( ) ( ) ( )a z w c z w d zK    .  
From the coefficient of 'w is zero, it can obtain ( ) 0a z   and ( ) 2 '( )
nb z c z . 
To sum up it can obtain Formula 3 
 ( ) ( ) ( )b z c z w d zH K                                                              (3) 
 Integrate Formula 3 into Formula 1, it can further obtain Formula 4: 
 
2[ 6 ( ) 12 '( )] ' [ 12 ( ) ''( )] ''( ) ( ) 2 '( ) ( ) 0c z b z w d z c z w d z b z b z z c z z           Formula 4 
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 From the coefficient of 2'w is zero, it can obtain ( ) 2 '( )c z b z  .   
From the coefficient of w is zero, it can obtain ''( ) 12 ( )c z d z .   
From the coefficient of items excluding w is zero, it can obtain ''( ) ( ) 2 '( ) ( ) 0d z b z b z z c z z    , 
and from ( ) 2 '( )c z b z   and ''( ) 12 ( )c z d z , it can further obtain ''( ) 0b z  , therefore, '( ) 0c z   and 
( ) 0d z  . At this moment, integrate ( ) 2 '( )c z b z  and ( ) 0d z  into the 
formula ''( ) ( ) 2 '( ) ( ) 0d z b z b z z c z z    , it can obtain ( ) 4 '( ) 0b z b z z   , and then in both sides of the 
formula carry out derivations simultaneously on z, then it can obtain Formula 4: 
4 ''( ) 5 '( ) 0b z z b z                                                                            (4) 
From ''( ) 0b z  , it can obtain '( ) 0b z  , that is ( ) 0c z  . At this moment, it can further deduce Formula 5: 
 ( ) '( ) ''( ) ( ) ( ) 0a z b z b z c z d z                                                           (5) 
Integrate Formula 5 into ''( ) ( ) 2 '( ) ( ) 0d z b z b z z c z z    , it can obtain 0K H  .  
 From the above deductions and demonstrations, it is found there is no situation of non-H or non-K , 
subsequently prove that
26nw w z   does not accept any non-zero traditional Lie group, and this 
equation is of no integrability. 
4. Application study on the first integral of the class gyroscopic system 
4.1 Introduction of the Class Gyroscopic System 
In this paper it is based on the researches of Euler and Lagrange to explore and discuss on the first 
integral of the class gyroscopic system, to analyze whether the class gyroscopic system based on the 
conformity to certain symmetry can directly determine its first integral. 
In general, the main form of the class gyroscopic system is:  
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While Euler and Lagrange had proved through researches that the class gyroscopic system accepts  
2 ' ''
' ''
a a a a a a
V p q r
a p a q a r a a
J J J
J J J
        
If at this moment use the ideology of the Lie group to reveal the nature to be homogeneous of the 
system, there is a first integral in the class gyroscopic system: 
2 2 21( , , , , ' '' ' ''
2
p q r A p B q C r M gxG M gxG M gxGJ J J J J J:        ,  
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It can obtain the first integral of the equation by the energy conservation law, which means that the 
energy of the system conserves. 
4.2 Conclusion and Demonstration 
1) Conclusion 
In the symmetrical homogeneous system with an even number of order, it can set 2n k , and the 
accepted Lie group as 
1 1 2 2 2 2
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   
, when it accepts 1 2... ka a a a   ˈ
1 2 2...k k ka a a b    and 0 (1 )k c a  ,
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, the specific structure of the system can be expressed with 
the following expression: 
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If at this moment there is a constant ( 1,2,..., 2 )ic i k that can meet i i k i k ic d c d  , 
and 2 1 2 1 ( 1,2,..., )i i k k ic e c e i k    , there is a first integral in the system:  
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2) Demonstration 
The equation 
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consists of 2k equations, and 
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integral of the system, it only needs to further demonstrate 
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, and from prerequisites of 
i i k i d ic d c d   and 2 1 2 1 ( 1, 2, ..., )i i k k ic e c e i k    , it can obtain the above formula is 
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correct, therefore 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2( , ... ) ... ...
c c c
k k k k k k k k kx x x c x c x c x cc x cc x cc x   :          is 
the first integral of the system. 
5. Applications of differential-equation Lie group theory in the braiding technology 
 The braiding technology as a traditional textile technology has obtained innovative applications with 
the development and application of composite materials. While the essence of the braiding technology 
studies how yarns are intertwined among one another; from a mathematical point of view on the braiding 
technology, it actually views all possible intertwines as a set, in which braided fabric can be seen as an 
algebraic expression formed in accordance with a rule of operation by some elements in this set. The 
braiding technology from the geometric space structure point of view can be divided into two-dimensional 
braiding and three-dimensional braiding, in which the two-dimensional braiding has been most widely 
applied to the production areas of automobile, medical treatment, aviation, aerospace and sporting goods. 
5.1 Analysis on Related Elements of Two-dimensional Braiding Group 
It assumes aL and
'
aL are two parallel straight lines, on which there are separately n points iA and
'
iA (in 
which i=1ˈ2ˈ...ˈn), only one curve for any point between aL and
'
aL these two parallel straight lines, 
totally n curves between aL and
'
aL these two parallel straight lines, and it cannot wind on its own among 
these curves, but can be intertwined, these curves are called as regular curves; the model consisted of 
regular curves and aL and
'
aL is n-order two-dimensional braiding model, that is an element in two-
dimensional braiding group, namely an 4-order element of A, then the n-order two-dimensional braiding 
model is the set of these elements. 
5.2 Operations for Elements in Two-dimensional Braiding Group  
a) Elements are equal. It assumes A and B are two elements in the two-dimensional braiding, when 
meet the following three conditions, they will maintain the consistency of the nature of topological 
elements: first, aL and
'
aL in the deformation process remain parallel; second, in the deformation process 
curves remain regularity; third, in the deformation process two curves will not be entangled, then at this 
moment A and B are equal. 
b) Multiplication of elements. It assumes A and B are two random elements in the two-dimensional 
braiding, then the product of A and B can be expressed as C=AB, the definition of which is: first, there 
are respectively parallel lines of aL and
'
aL and bL and
'
bL between A and B, n regular curves of two groups 
separately from aL to
'
aL , bL and 
'
bL ; second, under the condition of C=AB, first of all, put A on B, next 
assume c aL L and
' '
c bL L , and combine
'
aL and bL ; and then, n regular curves of two groups can be 
combined into one group; and cancel the combined
'
aL and bL ; finally, make necessary deformation on 
regular curves to simplify their windings; third, multiplications satisfy the associative law, i.e. 
( ) ( )A B C A B C . 
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c) Unity element. In the two-dimensional braiding group the unit element I can have two coplanar 
straight lines parallel to each other, iL and
'
iL , and at this moment, there is no any winding for n regular 
curves between iL and
'
iL , then there is n paralleled lines.
d) Inverse element. It assumes that there is an inverse element for any element in the two-
dimensional braiding group, and assume the inverse element for A is
1A . At this moment, first, it assumes 
there are two coplanar straight lines parallel to each other of aL and
'
aL for A, and the regular curve is aiC
˄i=1,2,...,n˅; second, turn the graph of A around aL from the bottom up, the specific method of which 
can turn over the paper with graph to re-draw on the graph reflective table; third, if change the entangled 
orders of all the entangled points, that is, change the crossing point of the graphs below right curve and at 
the top of left curve into the crossing point at the top of right curve and below left curve, after several 
changes, it can obtain the graph of
1A . 
5.3 Computational Example 
From the above descriptions on the Lie group theory, it can be clearly known that the Lie group theory 
can be applied to calculations for vibration characteristics of three-dimensional quadriversal braided 
composite plates in the textile technology, however, on its calculation examples, there is almost no report. 
To this end, it calculates natural frequencies of orthotropic plates and elastic modulus of three-
dimensional quadriversal braided composites. It deduces the specific computational process: 
e) The matrix representation method for structures of three-dimensional quadriversal braided 
composite plates.The structures of three-dimensional quadriversal braided composite plates is a fibrous 
three-dimensional structure similar to a rectangular solid, braided by the four-step 1h 1 braiding 
technology. It can set its length, width and thickness respectively as x, y, and z. Describing its structure 
from the mathematical point of view, it can be considered as the main matrix of Line a and Row b arranged 
by spindles. 
So, braided materials can be expressed by matrix as:
1 1 1 2 1 3
2 2 2 3
3 3
44
55
6 6
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
[ ]
0 0
0
m m m
m m
m
M
m
m
m
c c c
c c
c
C
c
sym c
c
ª º
« »
« »
« »
 « »
« »
« »
« »
« »¬ ¼ ….    . (*1)
f) Solutions of second-order linear partial differential equations: According to the structure of 
braided materials and the higher order shear deformation theory, it can obtain the following second order 
partial differential equations: 
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 7
....
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x y
yx
s s
L W L L L F L W
I I
x y
\ \
\\
    
ww 
w w
                                          ....(*2) 
21 22 23 24( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0x yL F L L L W\ \    .                                         ..(*3) 
..
3 1 3 2 3 3 3 4 9 1 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x y X
W
L W L L L F I I
x
\ \ \w    
w
                                ...(*4) 
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It can obtain three solutions from the above three second order partial differential equations:  
, 1 , 3 , 5 , . . .
( , , ) ( ) s i n s i nm n
m n
m x n y
W x y t w t
a b
S S

 ¦                                     ....(*5) 
, 1 , 3 ,5 ,. . .
( , , ) ( ) c o s s inx x m n
m n
m x n y
x y t t
a b
S S\ \

 ¦                                          ....(*6) 
, 1 ,3 ,5 ,. . .
( , , ) ( ) s in c o sy y m n
m n
m x n y
x y t t
a b
S S\ \

 ¦                                          .....(*7) 
Among the above equations, Ȍx and Ȍy respectively are intersection angles of middle plane with y and 
x-axis. 
Through the above calculation process, it indicates that the error of the calculation result by the use of 
differential equations is small. Thus, when design braided composites, the application of differential 
equations to calculations can ensure accuracies of materials. 
6. Conclusion  
In this paper, it focuses to verify the non-integrability of Painleve Equation by the use of the traditional 
theory of Lie groups, and finds out a first integral of the class gyroscopic system, thus proving the theory 
of Lie groups is an important tool to study whether a system is integrable. 
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